
Save the date for EGI2022

Mark your calendars! EGI Conference is

taking place from September 20th until

September 22nd in Prague, Czech

Republic. Make sure you keep an eye on

our channels to stay up to date. #EGI2022

Meet ACONET, the newest EGI

Council participant

Read a short interview with Dr Matthias

Schramm. Matthias tells us more about

ACONET, the newest EGI council

participant and a strategic user advisory

board for ACOnet – the Austrian

Academic Computer Network.
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Good morning and happy Monday!

It’s time for another issue of EGI News.
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One Year on with the EGI-ACE

project

Are you interested in the capacity

demand, impact and trends of EGI-ACE?

Read a short summary of the project's

�rst year and strategy for the coming

ones.

Help us map the landscape of

green computing activities

The EGI-ACE project established the

Green Computing Task Force in 2021 to

coordinate the Green Computing

activities of the compute centres.

Read more Read more

Collaboration with South Africa

We are glad to announce that EGI

deepens its collaboration with South

Africa through South African site

integration into the EGI Federated

Cloud.

Opportunities for collaboration

with South Africa will be also

discussed through the EU-

organized South African – EU Dialogue

workshop.

Discover Lethe, a project for risk

reduction and prevention of

dementia

Lethe, the EU-funded project, aims at

tackling dementia with data-driven risk

factor prediction. 

As a project partner, EGI Foundation

leads to design LETHE system

architecture and build data collection

and big data framework.

Read more Read more
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EGI-ACE Call for Use

Cases

Gain access to ‘EOSC

Compute

Platform' infrastructure and

services, dedicated user

support and training. The

next cut-o� date for

applications is Feb

15, 2022.

Receive funding to

Support low-tech

SMEs!

EGI members interested in

providing computing

infrastructure and AI

expertise to support

industrial experiments,

check this collaboration

opportunity.

Looking for SMEs to

improve their

products, services, or

value chains with AI!

Get 6,000 EUR and a 6-

month support program

o�ered by StairwAI project. 

Apply before March 15,

2022.

Open call for SMEs,

Start-ups and web

entrepreneurs

Propose innovative, data-

driven cross-border

experiments in this 2nd

EUHubs4Data Open call. 

Apply by Feb 8, 2022.

Join RDA Working

Groups

The open call aims to

recruit experts familiar with

the European data

infrastructure landscape

and associated RDA

activities. 

Apply by March 21, 2022.

Discover the open calls and other opportunities o�ered by EGI and our partners.
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Watch the recording of

OpenRDM webinar

The recording of the �rst webinar

of the EGI webinar programme for

2022 has just been published on

our YouTube channel.

EOSC Future ‘ask me

anything’ webinars

On the �rst Tuesday of every

month, EOSC-Future invites you to

ask questions about the services

and resources available through

EOSC.

EGI events organised by the EGI Foundation and by

EGI members

Subscribe

External, but relevant events for the EGI community

Subscribe

Drop us an email with your newsletter idea

Send

Did you know?

... that you can now subscribe to the shared event calendars for the EGI Community?

... that we can share your news and ideas for articles with us? We are always on the

lookout for new topics.
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